AN INDO-EUROPEAN SUBSTRATUM IN SLAVIC!

I

Georg Holzer has argued for the prior existence of an unknown Indo-European
substratum language from which Baltic and Slavic borrowed a collection of
etyma with a distinctive consonant shift (1989). In this hypothetical language,
which he calls "Temematic~ (1) the Indo-European voiceless plosives *p, *t, *k
became voiced b, d, g whereas (2) the Indo-European voiced aspirates *11', *dh,
*t became voiceless p, t, k. Since Winter's law did not operate in this
hypothetical language, original *p, *t, *k merged with Indo-European *b, *d, *g,
which remained distinct from *bh, *dh, *('. Moreover, (3) the original syllabic
liquids *r, *l yielded ro, lo while (4) long vowels were shortened before
resonants. Holzer adduces 45 etyma in his main text and 17 additional examples
in an appendix. Since I have little to add to his full discussion of the material, I
shall limit myself here to listing the 45 etyma with their new derivations (some
of which were already proposed by Machek) and adding the main alternative
etymologies (cf. also Brozovic 1989, Lorna 1990, Moszynski 1992). I shall follow
his practice of omitting asterisks before obvious Slavic proto-forms. For the
details I refer to Holzer's book.
I. "ACKERBAU"
1.

borzda 'Furche' < *borg-dii- < *pork-tii-, Latin porca, OHG furuh; better than

Gr.

rpfxpo~

'Furche'.

proso 'Hirse' < *proso- < *bhrso-, Latin far 'Dinkel, Spelf, ON barr 'Gerste,
OCS brast~no 'Mehl'; better than *per- 'schlagen'.
3. bbr?J 'Hirse' < *buro- < *puro-, Gr. rrvpo~ WeizeiT, OE fyrs 'Quecke, Lith.
purai, RCS puro; better than *1:/'er- 'hervorstehen'.
4· zobt~ 'Hafer, Futter' < *gobi- < *kopi-, Lith. siipas 'Hal.m: ON hafri; better
than zob'b 'Kropf, Schnabel'.
5· zona 'taube Komer' < *gonii- < *konii-, Gr. K£v(ef)6~ 'leer, eitel', Arm. sin;
better than znobiti 'frieren lassen'.
6. loboda 'GansefuB, Melde' < *lo-bodii- < *1-podii-, Latin olor 'Schwan; pes
'FuB'; better than *alll'o- 'weiB'.
7. smt~rd'b 'Bauer' < *kmir-do- < *ftmer-to-, Av. zamar 'in der Erde, Vedic
jman, 0 CS zemija; better than sm t~rd- 'stinken'.
8. Sflbr?J 'Bauer' < *kem-ro- < *ghem-ro-, same root; better than ORu. semt~ja
'Gesinde, Lith. seima.
2.
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testa 'Teig' < *toile-to- < *dhoif-dho-, Gr. roixo<; 'Mauer, Latin fin go 'forme:
Gothic daigs 'Teig, ORu. deza 'Teigmulde'; better than Arm. t'rem 'knete Teig,
OHG theismo, deismo 'Sauerteig'.

9.

II. "VmHZUCHT"

krot- 'gezahmt' (in derivatives) < *kroto- < *2/'rdho-, Gothic garda 'Hiirde,
Viehhof: Lith. gardas 'Pfercb; OCS ograda; better than Gr. ~<.porew 'schlage:
K.pcho<; 'Starke'.
n. sverep'b 'ungezahmt' < *kwer- < *fwer-, Gr. 8~p 'wildes Tier; Latin ferus,
Lith. tverls, OCS zven,; better than Lith. svarus 'schwer: Latin serius, severus.
12. za-tvoriti 'schlieBen' < *tworo- < *dhworo-, Gr. 8vpiX 'Tur: Latinfores, Gothic
daur, 0 CS dvt~ri; better than tvoriti 'schaffen, bauen; Lith. tverti 'formen,
schaffen'.
13. p9to 'Fessel, Strick' < *ponto- < *bhondho-, Vedic bandhtf- 'Binden, Band; Gr.
Tteiaftot 'Seil, Striclc, Gothic bandi; better than p~ti < *penH- 'spannen'.
14. zvon- '*Hund' (in derivatives) < *gwon- < *kwon-, Vedic s(u)van-, Gr. K.VWV,
Lith. suo, Gothic hunds; better than zvon'b 'Ton, Schall, Glocke'.
15. texa, tesiti 'saugen' < *toi-sii- < *dhoi-(sii-), Vedic dhtfyati 'saugt; Gr. 8~a8ott
'melkeO: OCS doiti 'saugen'; better than Lith. taisyti 'bereiteO: tiesa 'Wahrheif,
tiesits 'gerade, teisus '(ge)recht, aufrichtig'.
16. toliti 'Durst stillen' < *tol- < *dhol-, Vedic dhiitit- 'saugend: Gr. 8~A.v<;
'nahrend: Latin filius 'SohO: Latv. d~ls; better than Olr. tuilid 'schlaff, OHG stilli
'still'.
17. tel~ 'Kalb' < *tel- < *dhel-, same root; better than Latin tollo 'hebe empor:
OHG dolen 'ertragen'.
18. drev- 'alt' (in derivatives) < *drewo- < *trewo-, Av. 8raosti- 'Reife,
Vollendung, Ende; OHG trowwen 'pubescere, crescere'; better than Gothic
triggws 'treu: Lith. dratas 'stark, kraftig'.
19. bolna 'Fell, Haut' < *bol-nii- < *pol-nii-, Gr. acc.pl TtlU.iX<; 'Haute, Latin pellis
'Fell; OHG fel; better than Gr. qJOA.l<; 'Reptilschuppe, qJe..U.6<; 'Korlc.
20. golenb 'Unterschenkef < *gol- < *kol-, Gr. K.WA.~v 'HiiftknocheO: Latin calx
'Ferse, OCS koleno 'Knie'; better thangol'b 'nackf.
21. bedro 'Oberschenkef < *bed-ro- < *ped-ro-, Vedic pad- 'FuB; Gr. nov<;, Latin
pes, Gothic fotus; better than Latin femen, femur 'Oberschenkef.
22. edro 'Busen, Eingeweide' < *edro- < *etro-, Gr. ~rpov 'Bauch, Unterleib; OE
redre 'Ader; Olr. inathar 'Eingeweide'; better than *oid- 'schwellen'.
23. Z()br'b 'Wisent, *hornlos' < *gom-ro- < *!Com-ro-, Vedic sama- 'hornlos; Gr.
~<.eftlx<; 'junger Hirsch: ON hind 'Hirschkuh: Lith. (Zem.) smulas 'hornlos'; better
than Z9b'b 'Zahn'.
24. bedr- (in derivatives) 'Feder, Fliigef < *bedro- < *petro-, Vedic patra-, Latin
penna; better than bod9 'steche: bedro 'Oberschenkef, b'bdr-o 'wach'.
10.
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Ill. "IMKEREI"
25. svepet'b 'Honigwabe' < *swep- < *(s)webh-, Gr. {up~ 'Webe:d Latin vespa
Lith. vapsa, OHG weban; better than Latin sapa 'Saft: OHG saf, Vedic
vapati 'streuf, Lith. siati.
26. tr9t'b 'Drohne' < *tron- < *dhron-, Gr. (}pwv~ 'Drohne~ OHG treno; better
than *ter- 'reiben, bohren'.
'Wespe~

IV. "BEVORRATUNG"
27. proko 'Vorrat, Rest' < *proko- < *bhrf!'o-, Gothic bairgan 'berge:d Ru. beregu
'hiite, bewahre'; better than Gr. rrp6Ka 'sofort: Latin procul 'feme, weit'.
28. g'brn'b 'Topf, Kessef < *g"'ir-no- < *kwer-no-, Mir. cern 'Schiissel; ON hverna
'Kochgeschirr: Vedic caru- 'KesseL Topf'; better than gbrn'b 'Ofe!L

V. "GESELISCHAFT"
29. svobodb 'frei' < *swo-bodi- < *swo-poti-, Vedic sva-pati- 'sein eigener Herr:
Latin sui potens 'unabhangig'; better than *swo-bh(w)o-, Gothic sibja 'Sippe~
30. slobodb 'frei, konnend' < *slo-bodi- < *sl-poti-, ON salr 'SaaL Zimmer, OCS
selo 'Feld, Acker, Orf, Lith. sala 'Dorf, Vedic pati- 'Herr'; better than Gothic
silba 'selbsf, Olr. selb 'Besiti.
31. sin 'verwaist' < */Cei-ro- < 1}'ei-(ro-), Vedic hlyate 'wird verlasse:d Gr. mpa
'Witwe~ Latin heres 'Erbe, Gothic gaidw 'Manger; better than Av. sae- 'verwaist'.
32. tr9t'b 'Wache, Schar' < *trunk-to- < *dhrunf!'-dho-, Oir. drong 'Schar: OHG
truht, OCS druzina 'Gemeinschaft'; better than German dringen, drangen.
33. gojb 'Ruhe, Friede' < *g"'ojo- < *kwojo-, Av. siiiti- 'Freude, Latin quies 'Ruhe:
OCS pokoi; better than gojiti 'pflegen, masten, heile:d ziti 'lebe:d Vedic gaya'Haus, Hof'.
34. iz-gojb 'Freigekaufter' < *-g"'ojo- < *-kwojo-, Vedic cayate 'racht, straff, Gr.
rlvw 'biiBe, bezahle, OCS cena 'Wert, Preis'; better than gojb 'Friede, gojiti
'ernahren'.
35· mt~sta 'Rache, Strafe' < *mistii- < *misdhii-, Av. miZda- 'Loh:d Gr. fllo66c;,
Gothic mizdo, OCS mt~zda; better than *mei- 'wechseln, tauschen'.
36. p'btati 'achtgeben, fragen' < *putii- < *bhudhii-, Vedic b6dhati 'wacht, merkf,
Gr. rreveofUXI '(er)frage~ ocs b'bdeti 'wachen'; better than Latin putiire 'rechnen,
vermuten, meine:d Slavic p'bvati 'hoffen'.
37. ne-pt~tja 'Vorwand' < *-pit-jii- < *-bhidh-ja-, Gr. mf(}w 'iiberrede, Latin fido
'vertraue, glaube, Gothic bidjan 'bitte:d OCS bediti; better than p'bvati 'hoffe:d
p'btati 'fragen'.
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VI. "ZIMMEREI"

dolga 'Brett, FuJThoden' < *dol-ga- < *tol-ka-, Vedic tala- 'FHiche, Ebene;
German Diele, OCS tt~lo 'Bodeti, OPr. talus 'FuJThoden'; better than Gr. 8tA.roc;
'Schreibtafel', German Zelge 'abgeschnittener Zweig'.
39. pork:b 'Turm, Katapulf < *porko- < *1/'ort'o-, Gothic baurgs 'Stadt, Turm;
OHG burg, Ru. beregu 'hiite, bewahre'; better than *per- 'schlagen' oder 'fliegen'.
40. tvt~rdb 'eingeschlossen' < *twir-do- < *dhwer-to-, Gr. 8opiX 'Tiir; Latin fores,
0 CS dvt~ri; better than tvoriti 'schaffen'.
41. t'bk:b 'zusammenpassend' <*tuko- < *dhui'o-, Gr. reoxw 'mache zurecht; OE
dugan 'niitzen, passeti, Lith. daag 'vief; better than Gr. roKOc; 'Hammer'.
38.

VII. "SONSTIGES"
42. gvezda 'Stern' < *gwoid-da- < */Cwoit-ta-, Vedic §veta- 'wei.B; Gothic Jueits,

OCS cvet'b 'Blume, Blute; svet'b 'Licht, Welt'; better than Gr. rpoif3oc; 'leuchtend,
strahlend; rpa11c6c; 'klar, leuchtend~
43. pojetb 'singf < *paje- < *bhiije-, Latin for 'spreche, sage, besinge: OE bOian
'prahleti, Slavic bajati 'erzahlen, besprecheti, Gr. rpYffd 'sage'; better than Gr.
Jtatav 'Heil- und Lob gesang, Gothic faian 'tadehi
44. {ldro 'Kern, Hode' < *endro- < *entro-, Vedic antra- 'Eingeweide; Gr. ~vrepa,
OCS j{ltro 'Leber'; better than Gr. &.8p6c; 'voll, ausgewachsen'.
45· golpbb 'Taube' < *golumbo- < *kolumbo-, Gr. ~e6A.vftf3oc;, Latin calumba;
better than Lith. gulbe 'Schwan
While some of these etymologies may tum out to be false, it is improbable that
all of them will eventually be rejected. We must therefore reckon with the
defmite possibility of a "Temematic"' substratum in Slavic, and perhaps in Baltic.
Apart from the interchange of the tenues and the mediae aspiratae as a result of
(1) and (2) discussed above and the absence of Winter's law, Holzer has
proposed the following developments for his hypothetical substratum language
(1989: 13):

(3) The syllabic liquids *r, *l became ro, lo. There are only five examples in
Holzer's 45 etyma:

proso < *bhrso-, Latin far,
loboda < *1-poda-, Latin olor;
10. krot- < *i'rdho-, Gothic garda;
27. prok:b < *bhri'o-, Gothic bairgan;
30. slobodb < *sl-poti-, ON salr.
2.

6.

None of these instances has an obvious zero grade. The assumption of an
original zero grade in the compounds loboda and sloboda is no more than a
theoretical construct. There is a zero grade in Vedic grha- 'Haus: which is clearly
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cognate with Gothic gards 'Haus: but the absence of zero grade in the immediate
neighbourhood of the Slavic territory renders the idea rather arbitrary. The zero
grade in Lith. birginti 'sparen' can easily be secondary. I therefore think that the
alleged development is no more than a possibility.
(4) Long vowels were shortened before resonants. In fact, there is only a single
root where an original long vowel was NOT shortened:
22. edro < *etro-, Gr.

~rpov.

There is only one other etymon with an initial vowel, and this is an instance
where the Slavic word has not preserved a vowel length contrast:
44·

~dro

< *entro-, Gr. ~vrepa.

Thus, we may just as well say that there is no trace of the original distinction
between long and short vowels in the material.
(5) Raising of *e to *i before tautosyllabic r. There are three examples in
Holzer's 45 etyma:
smt~rd'b < *fmer-to-, Av. zamar;
28. g?Jrn'b < *k"'er-no-, ON hverna;
40. tvbrd'b < *dhwer-to-, Gr. Ovpa.

7.

Since the number of examples is very small and raising of e to i before r is not a
natural development, it is preferable to assume a morphological reduced grade
in these derivatives. Note that the other derivatives usually have o- or zero grade
(cf. Holzer 1989: 170-174).
(6) Diphthongs became acute before single consonant plus vowel. This rule is
reminiscent of the one that assigns acute tone to Slavic borrowings from
Germanic (cf. Ko14: 70). It suggests that the "Temematic" language may have
had an expiratory accent on the initial syllable. In his tentative identification of
the substratum with the language of the Cimmerians, Holzer proposes two
additional developments (1989: 179):
(7) Unrounding of *o, *o to *a, *a, and
(8) Raising of *e to *i before tautosyllabic nasals.
These hypothetical changes fit the earliest Slavic developments after the end of
the Balto-Slavic period very nicely (cf. Ko36: 264f. and Ko66: 46f.). We may
therefore wonder if the "Temematic" substratum provoked the earliest
developments of Slavic as a separate language, before the Scythian expansions
took place.
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The next question is: what was the position of the proposed substratum
language between the surrounding Indo-European dialects? We find limited
voicing of the tenues in Germanic (Verner's law) and total devoicing of the
aspirates in Greek. These are precisely the two branches of Indo-European
which share most lexical isoglosses with the newly proposed language (cf.
Holzer 1989: 165). It is therefore reasonable to locate the new language between
Germanic in the north and Greek in the south. The unaspirated voiced (or
glottalic) plosives were devoiced in Phrygian (cf. Lubotsky 1998: 420""),
Armenian, and Thracian, but not in Greek, Albanian, and Dacian. As Phrygian
was close to Greek (cf. Lubotsky 1988b) and Thraco-Armenian to nacoAlbanian (cf. K1o1), it is probable that the new language was originally spoken
to the west of the dialect continuum which connected Slavic with Albanian and
Armenian. (A possible borrowing into Albanian is mjet 'Mittel, Trennwand' <
*meti- < *medhi-, cf. Demiraj 1997: 274f.) This places the speakers of
"Temematic" in the western Ukraine, which is precisely the most probable
homeland of the Slavs, at the time when the ancestors of the Greeks moved into
the Balkan peninsula. We must therefore consider the possibility that their
language, like Anatolian and perhaps Greek, had not yet developed a distinction
of voicedness in the plosives at that time.
In my earliest discussion of the PIE system of obstruents (Ko32), I
reconstructed plain fortes *T: (traditional *t etc.), glottalic lenes *T' (traditional
*d etc.), and aspirated lenes *T' (traditional *dh etc.), and assumed that
glottalization was lost at an early stage in Indic, Greek and Italic while aspiration
was lost at an early stage in Balto-Slavic, Armenian and Germanic, yielding a
complementary series of voiced lenes in opposition to the original voiceless
fortes. Both glottalization and aspiration were lost yielding voiced lenes in
Iranian, Albanian and Celtic, which occupied an intermediate position between
the dialects just mentioned, while the original absence of voiced obstruents was
preserved in Anatolian and Tocharian. I have now changed my view in two
respects:
(1) It has turned out that glottalization was preserved not only in BaltaSlavic and Armenian, but also in Indo-Iranian, Greek, Italic and Germanic (cf.
Ko75: 192-197). It is therefore possible that the absence of distinctively voiced
lenes was maintained much longer in Greek and Italic, which have voiceless
reflexes of the aspirates. This opens the possibility of reconstructing a GraecoPhrygian proto-language with voiceless reflexes of both the glottalics (as in
Phrygian) and the aspirates (as in Greek). Thus, we arrive at an outer ring of
Indo-European dialects where the original system of obstruents was preserved,
comprising Tocharian in the East, Anatolian and Graeco-Phrygian in the south,
and Italic in the west, and a central area where voicedness arose as a distinctive
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feature in the aspirates, containing the satem languages and their western
neighbours.
( 2) The evidence for aspiration in the aspirates is limited to Indic and Greek,
which have very different types of aspiration and do not even share it with
Iranian and Phrygian. The Italic fricatives can easily have developed from a
lenition of voiceless plosives without an intermediate stage of aspirated stops.
The Greek aspiration may be the result of delayed voice onset after the voiceless
lenes. It now appears that Indo-Iranian shared the rise of distinctive voicedness
with the central Indo-European dialects and that the rise of voiced aspirates in
Indic was a secondary development, as it was in the central dialects of Armenian
(cf. Ko75: 188-191). It follows that we must reconstruct fortes *T:, glottalics *T,
and lenes *T for Proto- Indo-European, with neither voicedness nor aspiration as
distinctive features. The phonetic distinction between fortes *T: and lenes *T
was probably a matter of consonantal length, as is essentially the case in modern
Germanic languages, where voicedness and aspiration are concomitant features
(cf. Goblirsch 1994: u and passim).
We may now reconsider the position of "Temematic" among its IndoEuropean neighbours. The absence of voicedness in the lenes ("aspirates")
suggests that the language was originally close to Graeco- Phrygian. The
subsequent loss of glottalization and rise of voiced obstruents was a
development shared by Daco-Albanian. The distinctive merger of the fortes
with the new voiced obstruents resulted from a weakening process which can be
dated before this development because the merger of fortes with glottalics and
subsequent rise of voicedness is a more natural chain of events than the
unmotivated rise of voicedness in the fortes at a stage when the glottalics had
become voiced and the lenes were voiceless. In the latter chronology, one would
rather expect both fortes and lenes to remain voiceless, as in Greek, or the lenes
to become voiced, as in Daco-Albanian. The weakening of the fortes has a
counterpart in Germanic, where the details are quite different because we fmd
voicing after unstressed vowels (Verner's law) and frication elsewhere (Grimm's
law) and rise of new fortes from the original glottalics. These developments were
probably more recent. Farther to the west we fmd lenition of the original fortes
yielding voicing in British and frication in Irish. Though it is difficult to see a
historical connection here, it is remarkable that there is no trace of lenition in
Balto-Slavic languages. One therefore wonders if the various kinds of lenition
were induced by a non- Indo-European substratum language spoken on the
western border of the Indo-European homeland when successive waves of
migration (Italic, Celtic, Germanic, "Temematic") passed through their
territory. In any case, this hypothesis is compatible with the idea that after the
migration of the Graeco- Phrygians into the Balkan peninsula, the speakers of
"Temematic" moved from the southwestern part of the Indo-European
homeland into the territory which was abandoned by the ancestors of Germanic

So
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speakers when these moved westwards. Though it is difficult to prove the
former existence of a "Temematic" language in any strict sense of the word, it is
important to note that it fits into our picture of the original Indo-European
dialects very nicely.

